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Being Disabled: Psychotherapy with a Man with Cerebral Palsy and a Learning Disability

Mark Linington
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Linington describes the psychotherapeutic challenges he faced in treating a client with language and physical impairment. Needing to develop a way to
understand what his client was actually saying, he and the client worked out a method to make clear what the client was saying before Linington made a
response. The client's wheelchair also played a significant part in the therapy, as did their physical relating - what Linington calls their intersubjective bodies - in
the way each of their bodies responded to each other. The ending of the therapy is particularly poignant.

Beginning

I begin writing about my psychotherapy with this man who has cerebral palsy and a learning disability and find myself faltering at a question. What does it mean
to choose these two aspects of this person: that he has cerebral palsy and a learning disability? In addition, for example, there is also the aspect of him that is a
man. But in this case, this seems to be a piece of neutral information, a mere background fact. Something I think it is not. Such a feeling can be understood as a
countertransferential one, emerging from an experience of disability. Disability engulfs the rest of who we are. But here, I hope, I show some other aspects of this
man, as his disabilities, in reality, only have their relational meanings in among all those other nameable and unnameable bits and flows of his identity. Perhaps
this is all pretty obvious. However, I have found I needed to say it to begin. I needed to remove a paralysing anxiety; an anxiety that I might damage this man by
not representing him as a whole, or by showing him as an object and not a subject. This damage I fear to cause could, of course, be a damage that has already
happened. But this feeling in beginning here reminds me of a significant moment in the therapy, when Simon asked me to take off his coat.

I work as an attachment-based psychoanalytic psychotherapist in a community team in the NHS. Simon was referred to the psychotherapy service following a
consultation meeting between him, his carers, and a psychiatrist. The carers had taken Simon to this meeting - following a previous visit to his GP - because he
was screaming in his room alone and being ‘unco-operative’ with them. The psychiatrist made a connection between these symptoms and the fact that Simon's
mother had died a year and half previously - although this information
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had been mentioned to her only in passing.1 She referred Simon to the psychotherapy service for bereavement counselling. I saw Simon for an initial assessment
session and began work with him soon afterwards. I worked with Simon for just over two years in once-weekly psychotherapy.

Simon was a white working-class man in his early twenties. In other circumstances he might have been called tall, dark, and handsome. As a disabled man this
might not have been as likely. When we met he applied his dark eyes to me in a direct and holding gaze. The high-cheek-boned, strong-jaw-lined attractiveness of
his face, with carefully cut and combed dark hair, made an oxymoron with his spastic body. It was bony and, with its limbs, acutely angular; too thin for his big
smart clothes. He used an electric wheelchair, or, more often, it was used for him by his carers. He lived with other physically disabled people, some with learning
disabilities, and some with mental health problems. He did not use many words at the beginning of the psychotherapy; somewhere between fifty and a hundred, I
would say.

So, in one of our earliest sessions, Simon motioned at his coat - subsultorily moving his hand, fingers extended, in towards his body - and said, ‘Take off.’ I
checked first that I had understood what he meant: he wanted me to take off his coat. Even in this straightforward-sounding ‘checking’ there is plenty going on, to
which I shall return a little later. But, initially, my thoughts and feelings were torn. I felt anxious that this action would bring me into a physical interaction with
Simon that was unpredictable in its meaning and impact. I feared to lose control. However, I also had another passionate feeling in my desire to be facilitating,
rather than disabling. From one perspective this ‘take my coat off’ was an everyday human thing to want; it was just that Simon needed help to achieve it. In such
a way, I experienced a dilemma along the lines of psychotherapeutic boundaries and the social construction of disability. Simon sensed my hesitancy and the
unconscious horror of a disabled body wrapped up in it. This hesitancy evoked potent feelings in him. Not least abjection. And his arms and head spasmed, until
with sustained effort he held himself still. Or perhaps he just waited, doggedly, until his body showed some mercy and stilled itself. I said that I would help him off
with his coat and perhaps we might talk about what it felt like afterwards. In the movement of his gaze and the grimace of his mouth, he indicated some
uncertainty of his own: to talk about his feelings was for him as frightening as for me was my potential engagement with his body. But Simon agreed to my
proviso and we set to it.

I stood up, moved beside him, and said that I would need him to tell me what to do. He said, ‘Head’ and, lowering his head, curled himself into a sort of foetal
position. There was the vulnerability of the back of his head and the nape of his neck. I asked, ‘I have to lift the coat over your head?’ and he made two small
nods. Then I registered that his coat was the over-your-head sort, with no Caesarean zip or buttons at the front. I pulled his coat from the back
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over his head. He raised his arms out in front of him, as though he were about to dive. When the coat was halfway over his head, I felt panicked. I had a feeling of 
panic and terror that he would get stuck; we would get stuck together, in this position, with the coat over his head, being smothered. I was aware of making an 
effort to remain calm. Simon was still. Slowly I pulled the coat over his head. His arms and hands were rigid, stuck at angles; I felt the tension in his arms. He 
began to join in. We struggled to get the coat off together. We paused and looked at each other and I said, ‘I don't want to hurt you.’ I felt a despair sinking over 
me. Here we were, trapped together and I could not help. He said, ‘No hurt.’ We tried again. I angled the coat around his arms; he moved his arms. It came off. I 
asked what I should do with the coat. He motioned to his lap and said, ‘Here.’ I laid his coat across him and returned to my chair, relieved and exhausted. Simon
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sighed and smiled at me, looking pleased with himself and, perhaps, also with what we had done together. What had we done together? In this intense and
intimate engagement, perhaps we had touched on early parent-infant attachment experiences of being born, being killed, and surviving.

So, I wondered how he felt, me taking off his coat with him. He said, ‘All right’, which seemed defensive. I said I thought it must be difficult to talk about
something like that, perhaps because of his feelings about his disability. He said his life was ‘shit’, which took me the rest of that psychotherapy session to
understand. I mean at least to understand that those were the words that he was actually saying.

Not Understanding and Not Being Understood

When language is absent or impaired, therapists may feel naked and exposed and grow anxious. They are deprived of the protective mechanism by which they manage and express their own and their client's raw
internal process. Without the control offered by language the raw unconscious world holds the possibility of chaos and the eruption of fantasies. (Wilson, 2003, p. 82)

Many times I did not understand the words Simon was saying. Often his speech was unclear. Sometimes, understanding the words he was saying took the whole
of a session. On some occasions I was not able to understand his words at all. Such experiences brought with them feelings of anger, despair, shame, and
detachment - for me and for him. As Wilson (2003) suggests, there may be an anxious experience of exposure as such feelings are brought into the therapeutic
relationship. However, I do not think these anxieties are generated by the threat of unmitigated fantasy. Rather, the issue is more likely connected to affect
regulation in the earliest attachment-caregiving dyad. Instead of being a ‘protective mechanism’ against fantasy, language is a means of regulating the
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intimacy of a relationship. It both fits itself on to the already established, non-verbal implicit patterns of relating and provides an additional means of interacting
that brings new possibilities. When language is impaired, such regulation may become more difficult: I might make more mistakes in my relational proximity to
you. The emotional resonance of such mistakes will be likely to reflect the relative security-anxiety themes of the original care-giving-infant relationships.

It took me much of a session to understand that Simon was saying the word ‘baby’. He was trying to tell me two things: that his sister had had a baby and that he
is not a baby. At one point, as he accompanied the word ‘baby’ with a jolt of his arm across his chest, I thought that he was saying the word ‘boob’. I held back for
some time before asking if that was the word he was saying. He responded with some irritation, perhaps even derision, when I wondered if this was his word. I
was the stupid one, making a mistake; and perhaps I was also talking about something too intimate.

Over time we developed together a process for my understanding Simon's words that allowed us to have these feelings in our relationship in a more mutually
regulated form. He said some words; I repeated back the words I thought he had said. He indicated ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to each of the words. He added another word or
two, and I tried to put them together in a meaningful form. So, for example, eventually we moved from ‘baby’ to ‘sister’, to ‘my sister is having a baby’, and ‘me
baby’, to ‘I am not a baby’. Each of these links involved several mistaken suggestions, any one of which had its own therapeutic significance. For example, in this
instance, I asked about his baby sister, him being a baby, and about him wanting to have a baby; all of which he appeared to treat as not what he was saying. But
as our security with each other developed, these meanings I took, which he did not consciously intend to communicate, became something we could explore
together. He began to use my mishearings and mistaken understandings in a creative way.

Sometimes this process of struggling to understand would yield nothing and get nowhere. I sometimes gave up, unable to find a meaning either that Simon
intended, or one with which he could connect. Sometimes we gave up together; sometimes Simon gave up himself. This despair could feel like an airless pit. But,
as with the taking off of his coat, we somehow survived. This mutual process, of my trying to understand and Simon trying to be understood, was not separate
from the conscious and unconscious meanings of the topics about which we were talking. And it had an important significance for the psychotherapy. The
feelings brought on by this staccatoed process were every bit as emotionally and historically significant, as countertransference, as those belonging to the
meanings of his words. The feelings I had, when I could not understand Simon, like despair and dismissiveness, anger and helplessness, were understandable as
both his and his mother's relating with each other.
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Such a dialectical relationship between process and content must operate within any psychotherapy. One significant impact of Simon's disability was to make
this relationship more acutely visible.

‘My sister has had a baby’; ‘I am not a baby’; my misunderstanding the word as ‘boob’; led to us being able to speak more about Simon's experience of being a
baby and being fed by his mother. He talked to me in tears, letting out shouts of protest, about his profound and nagging fear that he would die from choking on
food. From there, we moved to his story of his mother and him, the loss of her, and his sense of grief. When we moved in this way, from the struggle to get to a
word, to the experience of an emotionally intimate conversation, we both kept the conversation in mind for later use. So, as we progressed, we could return more
easily to ‘I am not a baby’ and slowly explore the whole area of being a baby and having a mother and not having a mother. This keepsaking of different
explorations added to the slow finding and creation of Simon. Through this he was, I think, a person coming into being.

Intersubjective Bodies

All that I describe happened in among our physical relating. Our interaction with the coat is a clear example of our physical relating tangled up, not only with our
emotional relating, but with the feelings and dynamic themes inherent in past relational experiences.

I held myself very still, much of the time, when I was with Simon. I noticed my stillness, particularly when Simon's arms were jerking around. Conversely, at other 
times, I felt otherworldly, like an alien, when I moved my own arms or legs smoothly. Then again, I could feel stuck so stiff, as though I had been afflicted with 
rigor mortis, that I wondered if I would ever be able to move again. These different experiences were all body-countertransferences. I was often being disabled 
and sometimes not being disabled. And, as with all countertransferences, these experiences opened up the possibility of understanding the contemporary and 
historical emotional details of another person's relational world. So when Simon said he could not cope and he was frightened he was going to die and he wanted 
to die, and his body was stiffened, his back arched, and his head turned away, and I felt in my body as if I could not move, as though something had been 
disconnected and left flapping: then could I have a more profound understanding of what it must have been like to hold, or be unable to hold, in Winnicott's (1960)
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sense, Simon as an infant, with his cerebral palsy and what it could have been like to be him as that infant. How did his mother and his father cope with their
feelings and Simon with his feelings? How were fears of dying present in the earliest experiences of being together? In addition, I could begin to understand how
and why Simon, now
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as a man, with such difficult early experiences, struggled with his grief for his dead mother. Simon had lived with a fear of dying and then, given his environment,
a wish to die, throughout his life. I imagine his parents bore similar feelings for him and their capacity to bear such feelings was, at times, surely severely
strained.

Stern (1985) discusses some of the distinctions between affect attunement, as a means of connection in relationships, and ‘mirroring’, which is used in different,
sometimes inconsistent and over-inclusive ways. However, in this discussion, he also clarifies how the different forms and functions of mirroring belong to
different ‘domains of relatedness’:

In clinical writings, it [mirroring] sometimes refers back to the behaviour itself - that is, to true imitation, a literal reflecting back, in the domain of core-relatedness - and sometimes to the sharing or alignment of
internal states - in our terms, affect attunement in the domain of intersubjective relatedness. At still other times, it refers to verbal reinforcements or consensual validation at the level of verbal relatedness. ‘Mirroring’ is
thus used to embrace three different processes. (p. 145)

Often, near the end of sessions with Simon, I became aware that I had been holding my head at the same angle as him, maintaining our vertical face to face
alignment. As I straightened, I felt as if I was emerging out of a particular sort of intense being with him. I became aware of how I had held my body in an
unnaturally strained position throughout the session. I wonder why there might have been a particularly strong unconscious pull to mirroring Simon in this way, to
being disabled with him. Following Stern's (1985) distinctions, to be pulled into a ‘literal reflecting back’ with my physical posture, suggests that the domain in
which we are relating is that of ‘core relatedness’. Thus, the ‘narrative origin of the problem’ (Stern, 1985, p. 258) is to be found in the sense of a core self with the
other. The themes of the core self were particularly pertinent to Simon's experiences of his life. For example: the issue of agency in which a sense of volition,
proprioceptive feedback, and consequence of action, work in the relationship with the other to build the sense of a secure self with another. One can imagine how
this relating might have been disrupted for Simon and the other, both by Simon's disability and the trauma that it carried with it.

Simon's electric wheelchair was like a part of his body, and a not-part of his body. From the first session, his wheelchair played a significant role in our
interactions. I noticed that as Simon arrived for our session with a carer, the carer operated his wheelchair. When the carer left, I waited to see if Simon would ask
me to operate his wheelchair, actually expecting him to ask me. But, with what I saw as a lot of struggling to position his hand on the joystick, an ongoing
struggle to remain in control of the direction, a needing to replace his
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hand when involuntarily it came off, and a need to correct for the frequent mistakes he made in speed, direction and distance; he did it himself. Sometimes, it
would take us fifteen minutes to get to the psychotherapy room. In this process something important was taking place. At times I wanted Simon to ask for my
help, because in waiting I felt so uncomfortable, occasionally cruel. Then, a few months into our work together, Simon asked me to help him by operating his
wheelchair to go to the room and to leave. Further into the therapy, I operated his chair to a session and he operated his chair as he left. As we came to the end of
the psychotherapy, who did what with his chair was very variable, but determined (at a conscious level at least) by Simon himself. Such self-determination of
agency or dependency was, I think, a vital core self achievement for Simon.

Bowlby (1969) makes a useful distinction between dependency and attachment:

The fact is that to be dependent on a mother-figure and to be attached to her are very different things. Thus in the early weeks of life an infant is undoubtedly dependent on his mother's ministrations, but he is not yet
attached to her. Conversely, a child of two or three years who is being looked after by strangers may show the clearest evidence that he continues to be strongly attached to his mother though he is not at that time
dependent on her. (p. 228)

But issues of dependency also resonate across the life-cycle. This may be more apparent with a person with a disability. Dependency perhaps being an aspect of
attachment, its significance is rooted in its earliness, having a link to a time between caregiver and infant when the infant felt entirely given up to the caregiver.
How the caregiver responded at this time, how the infant felt at this time, appear as significant characteristics of relational working models later on. Both Maroda
(1999) and Ghent (1990) have written about the significance of surrender in the psychotherapeutic relationship. The ease or dis-ease with which we can, or
cannot, surrender ourselves to another, and the form and meaning of this surrender, are probably always significant in relationships.

Simon's relational experience of dependency was shaped by the other's response towards him, throughout his life, with his disability: the way his body was
moved and did not move, and that his words have not developed to ease understanding; the fact he still dribbled.2 How could he not be dependent with his
disabilities in this world as it was and is?

Periodically, towards the end of the psychotherapy, Simon voiced his desire to invite me home to his flat, make me a cup of tea and give me something to eat. I
could have interpreted such a desire as a defence against dependency, or as an example of an inverted caregiving relationship, or, given our earlier explorations
of his experiences of being fed, of a desire to kill me, or to communicate what the fear of dying was like. However, I had another perspective: that mutuality - and
with that a sense of mutual agency - was now for Simon
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imaginatively possible in our relationship. This was an agency that became an experience of mutuality, which Simon had developed, in part at least, by becoming
able to determine when and how he was dependent on me. With Simon, these issues associated with dependency were much more explicitly expressed in the
relationship of our bodies than I am aware of with most other people I see in psychotherapy. Perhaps this is part of the impact of being disabled.

Ending

I raised the notion with Simon of our ending psychotherapy together. This was a few months before the actual end. My experience of psychotherapy in the NHS is 
that endings rarely are allowed to emerge organically out of the experience of a particular relationship. There are external pressures (waiting lists, for example)
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and constraints (limited resources) that impact on the needs and desires of the person in therapy and the psychotherapist. Part of the psychotherapist's role can
be to protect the person from these pressures and to allow the illusion of a lack of constraint. These not unfamiliar and difficult issues were active in my ending
with Simon. Yet, in addition, Simon's painful experiences of loss, particularly those associated with the relational consequences of his disability and the death of
his mother, gave a loaded significance to the prospect and process of ending. Simon was numbed and disarticulated by it. He could not absorb the thought that
we might end. His first verbal response was ‘no’. If I connected our ending with material with which we were engaged in a session, he changed the subject.
Sometimes, he gave the appearance of ignoring entirely what I said about there being an ending. He would not be disillusioned (Winnicott, 1971). I felt cruel (not
for the first time), as I was hurting him, as I was threatening to abandon him, to the outside world. I wanted to end swiftly to get rid of these feelings. I did not
want them belonging to me. But, Simon and I had experienced an intensely intimate experience in this psychotherapy and it was this - together with my own past
therapy and ongoing supervision - which strengthened my motivation and ability to bear such feelings.

Noticeably, as I managed to live with the feelings present at the beginning of the ending process, Simon became more articulate. He brought a deluge of feelings.
He would glare at me and misdirect his wheelchair to bang into the furniture and my legs; he told me how sad he felt to say goodbye; how he wanted to carry on;
how he wanted to come and live with me. He began moving himself as near as possible to me in his wheelchair; he wanted to hold my hand. His body and limbs
jerked around and he dribbled more profusely. He regularly got out of his wheelchair, with my help, and sat in the armchair. He was
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being uncontained and unrestrained: I noticed how frightened I felt by this. Some of this fear was his; some belonged to the other and to me. I did not know
whether I would get him back into his wheelchair - I wondered if he might never leave. But we continued to move along, as we explored his feelings together. This
moving along was apparent not only in our being able to think openly about the detail of his feelings for me and our relationship ending, but also in our gradual
exploration of the connections between these feelings and his past experiences of loss.

In our final few sessions, Simon asked me to pull back the blinds so that he could look at the sky. He would sit still, looking. When I asked him about these
moments, he said he was thinking: about his mother; about her holding him and her hair and her face; that now she was gone and he missed her. He brought a
picture of him with his family, when he was younger, to one of our final sessions. I felt profoundly moved. It was as though he had thought himself airbrushed out
of the family, but when he looked more closely, he had found that he was present.

Notes

Such a version of ‘defensive exclusion’ (Bowlby, 1980) is a still not uncommon enactment of the carers of people with physical and learning disabilities. A set of usually unconscious ideas operate: including that the
person's mourning will be pathological, and an encouragement to detachment is a caring solution to inevitably overwhelming pain.

Provocatively, I say ‘still dribbled’ here, but actually I do not think that Simon's dribbling is necessarily understood usefully as a continuation of the dribbling of an infant, although I think it is true that his dribbling
often led to an infantilizing response from others. Such responses may represent the need to deal with the sometimes intense discomfort evoked by an adult behaving physically like an infant. However, although there was
perhaps a physiological involuntary aspect to Simon's dribbling, it also had an emotionally communicative significance. Most simply, Simon dribbled more when he was engaged with strong feelings. In addition, in our
relationship Simon's dribbling had interpersonal meanings: during the course of this psychotherapy I twice wiped away his dribble (at his request, of course).
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